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Fairfax County Government NewsCenter 

Overview 

Fairfax County Government NewsCenter (www.fairfaxcounty.gov/news) was launched on August 24, 

2015. It is a full-fledged news presence for the Fairfax community featuring relevant, timely and 

actionable articles focused on what Fairfax County residents would find interesting. It features a 

comprehensive digital presence, integrated social media strategy, branding, publication extension to 

other outlets such as Facebook, Twitter, Flipboard, Apple News and Google News, and unique features 

such as embedded social content, events, weather, traffic and a social media hub. With the decline of 

local journalism coverage and the increase in direct communication tools, it was imperative for Fairfax 

County to research, design, code and implement this new news platform solution in order to more 

effectively communicate in today's rapidly changing communications world. 

Fairfax County Government NewsCenter represents a radical shift away from standard press releases 

from Fairfax County government (and specifically within the Office of Public Affairs). NewsCenter is a 

way to reach the target audience directly through an owned and self-controlled platform (unlike social 

media, which is not owned by the user). NewsCenter allows Fairfax County to use multimedia like a 

journalism website. In short, Fairfax County Government NewsCenter represents a move toward brand 

journalism for a local government. 



The Challenge and Solution 

With new communication tools that make it easier to reach constituents directly, coupled with the 

decline in coverage of local journalists, Fairfax County embarked on a new way to share information 

through a journalism-like website called Fairfax County Government NewsCenter. For years, Fairfax 

County has built a strong social media program; the County has worked with journalists on stories and 

sometimes paid for advertisements. However, a true home base for a story-telling platform was missing 

from Fairfax County's mix of communication options. The County could share content on social media, 

pitch a journalist or buy an ad, but it did not have the appropriate tools to tell and package stories that 

are relevant, timely and actionable for the Fairfax community. By creating NewsCenter in 2015, the 

Office of Pubic Affairs (OPA) solved many of those issues and can now share information in easy-to-read, 

interactive ways with residents. 

NewsCenter launched Aug. 24, 2015. From that date through May 17, 2016, NewsCenter 

yielded more than 613,000 page views, which would place it seventh among all 

fairfaxcounty.gov web pages in the same time period. In the previous four years of a prior 

online news presence, there were only 1.1 million page views, so the rate of page views in nine 

months for NewsCenter far eclipses the rate of page views over four years of a previous news 

hub. 

NewsCenter 

(**g moths') 

Previous News Presence 

(**48 months) 

Page views 613,000 1.1 million 



Top NewsCenter articles include relevant, timely and actionable info the Fairfax community 

wants such as blizzard of 2016 information, significant land use approvals, health issues such as 

a measles outbreak and much more over the course of 200 articles thus far. NewsCenter has 

already earned early national recognition by winning a Bulldog Media gold digital award, along 

with multimillion dollar corporations such as Genetech, GE Healthcare and major PR firms. 

Innovation 

The Fairfax County Government NewsCenter is a broad, responsive, and interactive news source for 

County residents. The public can easily access NewsCenter directly from the Fairfax County homepage 

(http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/) and immediately see "Recent news," "News of Note," and news broken 

down by categories such as transportation, health, land use, and public safety. County events, traffic, 

and weather are also included on the NewsCenter homepage. The site consolidates news stories from 

all topics, and packages them in a highly organized, informative, and easy to read way. Residents no 

longer need to navigate through the entire County website to find news articles or current information 

on a particular topic; it's all in one place. With a population of 1.1 million residents within a region of 7 

million people, the Fairfax County audience is wide and varied, so NewsCenter as a whole is targeted to 

everyone in the county at a macro level. However, at a micro level, each article NewsCenter publishes 

has a target or niche audience. Tysons. Animals. Police. Elections. Emergencies. Those topics have target 

audiences OPA works to identify and they partner with specific departments, community organizations 

or influential residents to help amplify a NewsCenter article. NewsCenter reports on a variety of topics 

while monitoring the pulse of the county through social media so staff knows what kind of issues to 

cover. 



Fairfax County NewsCenter includes tools designed to help residents easily share information on their 

own social media sites, such as Facebook and Twitter. It only takes one click to share an article and 

users can view how many times an article has been shared by others. The site also includes a "Social 

Flub" tab, which lists every existing Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, blog, and other social media page for 

individual County departments. Resident engagement is key. 

Staffing and Financing 

The idea for NewsCenter started with a simple notion: how does Fairfax County tell its stories more 

proactively on a comprehensive website the County owns that can serve as the hub of its 

communications efforts? Flow does the County fill in the gaps of local media coverage? The idea was 

researched and developed mostly by one staff member of Fairfax County OPA. After brainstorming and 

discussion with the Director of Public Affairs and other staff members, OPA created the site. They also 

built an internal editorial infrastructure including weekly editorial plans; 3x/week editorial meetings; an 

intranet workspace for ideas; assignments; and close coordination with and education of Public 

Information Officers/leadership in 40+ departments (including editorial guidelines). 

The total cost of development and advertising for the NewsCenter page was $104,049. Cost breakdown 

and staffing details are below: 

(Pre-launch costs) For calendar year 2015: $72,500. NewsCenter was primarily conceptualized, 

created, designed, coded, tested and researched by one public information officer for about 

half of that person's time all year ($45,000). IT department staff managed backend WordPress 

installations at a cost of $12,000. Another PIO was assigned before launch at a cost of about 

$10,000. Additional PIO and office support totals around $5,500. 



There's little doubt that researching, testing, coding, and creating a holistic news website from scratch 

by a contractor or consulting firm would cost far more than $72,500. OPA's ability to produce such high-

level work in-house with no major budgetary expenses (beyond staff hours) represents a cost-effective 

strategy. Their intended purpose - to serve as a news source for our community - is being achieved 

without a dedicated budget and only portions of two people's time. 

(Post-launch costs) For calendar year 2016: $31,549. The Office of Public Affairs embarked on a modest 

advertising and branding campaign. $16,000 was allocated for logo design, message mapping, ad 

creation and promotional materials. The remaining funds were dedicated to paid advertising for online, 

radio and signage. 



Press Release and Brochure Summary 

Fairfax County Government NewsCenter (www.fairfaxcounty.gov/news) was launched on August 24, 

2015. It is a full-fledged news presence for the Fairfax community featuring relevant, timely and 

actionable articles focused on what Fairfax County residents would find interesting. It features a 

comprehensive digital presence, integrated social media strategy, branding, publication extension to 

other outlets such as Facebook, Twitter, Flipboard, Apple News and Google News, and unique features 

such as embedded social content, events, weather, traffic and a social media hub. With the decline of 

local journalism coverage and the increase in direct communication tools, it was imperative for Fairfax 

County to research, design, code and implement this new news platform solution in order to more 

effectively communicate in today's rapidly changing communications world. 

Fairfax County Government NewsCenter represents a radical shift away from standard press releases 

from Fairfax County government (and specifically within the Office of Public Affairs). NewsCenter is a 

way to reach the target audience directly through an owned and self-controlled platform (unlike social 

media, which is not owned by the user). NewsCenter allows Fairfax County to use multimedia like a 

journalism website. In short, Fairfax County Government NewsCenter represents a move toward brand 

journalism for a local government. 

From August 24, 2015 through May 17, 2016, NewsCenter yielded more than 613,000 page 

views, which would place it seventh among all fairfaxcounty.gov web pages in the same time 

period. In the previous four years of a prior online news presence, there were only 1.1 million 

page views, so the rate of page views in nine months for NewsCenter far eclipses the rate of 

page views over four years of a previous news hub. 



NewsCenter 

(**9 months) 

Previous News Presence 

(**48 months) 

Page views 613,000 1.1 million 





NEWSCENTER CONTENT GUIDANCE FOR DEPARTMENTS  
 

• Fluid Process: Our launch into brand journalism won’t be without flaws, gaps, bumps and hiccups. We ask for 

your patience and openness as we try to perfect a new way to do business (though it will never be perfect).  

• Brevity: Our residents are busy and distracted. In general, articles will be between 200 and 400 words unless 

it’s an occasional longer feature article. 

• Audience, audience, audience: To know. To do. To go. Those are three main categories on NewsCenter to help 

shape our audience‐focused objectives.  

• Consistent Voice + Clarity: We’re aiming for one voice, so OPA will edit tone and voice of department content 

within NewsCenter. Our goal is to avoid jargon, wordiness and confusing language while adding in points of 

clarification. Our residents don’t know our org chart or acronyms. We will use “we,” “you” and conversational 

language. 

• Content Review Levels: We envision three levels of content review for planned articles: 

  1.) Routine information published from existing content; no notification or review. 

2.) Courtesy notice and/or seeking additional details when we package an existing news item; no review   

intended. 

  3.) Full review by agencies for sensitive or complex articles.  

• Package Content: OPA will package content from multiple sources to build an article. For example, if VDOT 

produces a news release about pedestrian safety, then OPA will add in routine police pedestrian safety tips for a 

NewsCenter article. If there’s a rash of pool drownings in the county, then OPA will package together content 

from fire, health and parks (because parks offer swimming classes). 

• Help: Serve as eyes and ears for content ideas. Think like a resident and pitch ideas even outside your 

department lane. Small nooks and crannies of info could be a start. OPA will look at its story budget and see 

what can be pursued (this is separate from submitting to NewsWire). Contact Greg and Lisa with ideas. 

• Limited Resources: We don’t have the resources to cover everything on NewsCenter.  

• Images: Images are required so we ask for your support either for an article image or general stock art of your 

department. Horizontal images are preferred. 

• Social Media: NewsCenter is not the only tool to use – in fact, it may not be the best tool for some content. 

Instead, county social media accounts can help amplify relevant, timely and actionable information.  

• Amplify! Share NewsCenter articles on your communication channels!  

 



Make Your Message Matter®

leapfrogit.com

Top-Line Messaging
Value Proposition

Fairfax County NewsCenter delivers news that matters to our community — empowering you TO KNOW. TO DO. TO GO.

Brand Promise
Our Community, Our News. 

Fairfax County NewsCenter is a news 
source for the county’s communities.

TO KNOW.

1. We bring you fresh, timely stories that 
you can’t always find on the major 
local news networks. 

2. You deserve to know what’s 
happening in your community — we 
report on a variety of news to keep you 
informed.  

3. We monitor the pulse of the county’s 
communities to stay in touch with 
what’s important to you.

Fairfax County NewsCenter produces 
and shares news that you can use.

TO DO.

1. The NewsCenter goes beyond 
information to drive action. 

2. From emergency updates to public 
health advisories to homework help, 
the NewsCenter covers a range of 
topics that appeal to your diverse 
information needs. 

Fairfax County NewsCenter is 
interactive and easily accessible. 

TO GO.

1. Our integrated social media hub keeps 
you connected with all of the county’s 
official news. 

2. We complement our traditional stories 
with podcasts, blogs, and video and 
audio clips to create an all-inclusive 
news experience that you can see, 
hear, and feel.
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Fairfax County Government NewsCenter
Greg Licamele // October 2015 

Reach

Audience

Platforms
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 Twitter Impressions

FY 2014: 14,746,461

FY 2015: 23,550,698 

 Facebook Reach
 FY 2012: 2,088,753
FY 2013: 6,659,856
FY 2014: 11,603,306

FY 2015: 28,313,758 
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 Two main influences…
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September 2010 September 2015

October 2010-October 2014 
 # of visits to any page or file in .gov/news
 1,158,430 visits

Top 10 pages 
in 4 years:
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 To more aggressively but selectively package, promote and 
publish relevant, timely and actionable information for our 
community.
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www.fairfaxcounty.gov/news

We are heavily emphasizing audience-focused content.

 How is something relevant, timely and/or actionable for our 
public?

 No boilerplate.

 No acronyms.

 Think like a resident, not a government employee!
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 To Know

 To Do

 To Go
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 NewsCenter launched (quietly!) on Aug. 24

NewsWire (on .gov/news) NewsCenter

1,158,430 pageviews 102,905 pageviews

1,460 days 51 days

 3% of NewsCenter
pageviews to the homepage
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 Hypothetically: Would love a macro audience to hang out on 
NewsCenter, browse around, make the site part of a news diet.

 Reality: Each article has its own micro audience based on 
people’s interests, needs and preferences.

 76 published articles 
 The top 9 articles…

#9 #8 #7

#6 #5 #4

#3 #2 #1
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65% of NewsCenter traffic from social media

 68% Facebook 
 30% Twitter
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